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Jump start your Windows Autopilot implementation
Agility and scalability are paramount for organizations today. It’s ideal to be able 
to accommodate staffing changes and new device deployments while providing a 
seamless user experience. Windows® Autopilot is designed to simplify all parts of the 
lifecycle of Windows devices for both your IT managers and end users.

Take advantage of the benefits Windows Autopilot offers. In a Windows Autopilot 
JumpStart, our expert consultants provide you with the knowledge and infrastructure 
needed to establish a new modern desktop deployment strategy that can support your 
business objectives.

What is a JumpStart? 
Insight JumpStarts are on-site, expert-led workshops that combine training and 
implementation. Centered around best practices for cloud and security, JumpStarts 
familiarize your team with new technology and provide you with a working 
environment you can begin using right away. 

How does the JumpStart work? 
1. Our Microsoft experts educate your organization on what Windows Autopilot can 

do for you and identify best practices for modern device deployment.

2. Through whiteboarding sessions, we design your Autopilot infrastructure, groups 
and profiles, all optimized for your organizational needs and business goals.

3. We build and implement a working environment for a test group, which can be 
replicated to broader deployments. This includes:

Establishing device enrollment processes and options to use when 
ordering PCs.

Capturing the device hash for PCs/virtual machines to enroll in Intune.™

Configuring security group association, AD join, device restrictions and 
security features.

Applying VPN and Wi-Fi profiles and writing custom powershell scripts.

Installing Office 365® ProPlus desktop suite, built-in applications and 
Win32® applications.

Defining endpoint management, including conditional access policies and 
selective wipe.

The result
Your team will leave the JumpStart with a clear understanding of Windows Autopilot 
and a functioning infrastructure ready for further deployment.

Gain new modern desktop capabilities with a Windows Autopilot 
JumpStart from Insight.

Modernize the Way You Manage Devices

Streamline device 
management with 
Windows Autopilot
Windows Autopilot is a collection 
of technologies used to set up 
and pre-configure new Windows 
10 devices using the OEM-
optimized version of Windows 10. 
By leveraging these cloud-based 
resources, you can reduce overall 
costs related to the device lifecycle, 
free up time and resources, improve 
the user experience, and securely 
automate device deployment and 
management. 

To register, please visit pages.insight.com/JumpStarts

https://pages.insight.com/JumpStarts.html

